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Welding Gloves Welding Gloves

Welding Gloves MIG/MAG/MMA

All ESAB and Murex gloves are CE approved. The heavy duty welding gauntlets and riggers have been
tested and certified by a third party notifying body. The glove is then a Cat. 2 product.

Test against mechanical stress such as abrasion, cut, tear and puncture.

Test for thermal performance such as exposure to an open flame, contact heat, convective heat,
radiant heat, small and large splashes of molten metal.

These superior new welding gloves from ESAB offer a whole new
approach to fit, form and function. Ergonomicaly designed to fit the
natural curve of the hand, offering increased quality & comfort to the
wearer. The MIG glove is made from heavy & fine cut leather, and is 
lined from hand to cuff. With the curved design the glove fits the hand
perfectly, and also has a flexible wrist area which reduces friction. 
With welted seams, kevlar stitching & reinforced thumb, the glove is 
very strong and offers a very high level of protection to the wearer. 

ESAB Curved MIG L 0700 005 043
ESAB Curved MIG XL 0700 005 040

ESAB Curved MIG Glove

A heavy-duty 1.3mm welding glove made of selected cow-split leather
with a lining that is both comfortable and protective. Wing thumb is
angled for high comfort and dexterity. Cat. 2.

Heavy Duty Basic 0700 005 007

Heavy Duty Basic

A welding glove made of hard-wearing, heat-resistant cow-split leather,
1.3mm thick. Reinforced wing thumb fully welted KEVLAR stitched. 
CE approved. Cat. 2.

Heavy Duty Regular 0700 005 008

Heavy Duty Regular

A welding glove made of black, strong cow-grain leather. High dexterity
with KEVLAR stitching ensures that the glove can resist hard mechanical
stress. Fully welted, CE approved. Cat. 2.

Heavy Duty Black 0467 222 007

Heavy Duty Black

A welding glove made of cow-split and grain leather with a padded 
back to withstand high reflective heat. The threefold KEVLAR seam
ensures that the glove can resist hard mechanical stress. The thumb 
is reinforced. Cat. 2.

Heavy duty EXL L 0700 005 009
Heavy duty EXL XL 0700 005 029

Heavy Duty EXL

Welding glove with two layers of cowhide capable of withstanding
extreme heat. Suitable for tubular wire welding. The facing of aluminium-
coated PFR rayon reflects 95% of the thermal radiation. The glove is
padded with COMFOflex and is sewn with fourfold KEVLAR. The thumb
is angled for high comfort.

Heavy duty ALU 0700 005 010

Heavy Duty Aluminised

A welding glove made from hard wearing, heat resistant cow split leather.

Superior Weld Gauntlet 0701 415 614

A welding glove made from hard wearing, heat resistant cow split leather.
The palm is reinforced to give extra protection and longer life.

Superior Gauntlet Reinforced 0701 415 615

Murex Superior Gauntlets
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A basic gauntlet made of selected cow-split leather with a lining 
that is both comfortable and protective. The wing thumb is angled 
for high comfort. 

Red Gauntlet 0701 380 498

Red Gauntlet

Exclusive TIG-welding glove made of goatskin with seams KEVLAR
stitched seams. The gun cut straight thumb makes it easy to grip
different objects. The leather cuff is 13cm long and the absence of an
index finger seam increases the flexibility. The dexterity is extremely
good. Fully welted. Cat. 2.

TIG SuperSoft 0700 005 006

TIG SuperSoft

A quality TIG gauntlet with a reinforced thumb and 13cm long leather cuff.
The palm is fully lined for increased comfort and protection. Cat. 2.

TIG Professional 0701 415 963

TIG Professional

A thin pig-split welding glove suitable for TIG applications. It has a 13cm
leather cuff and a reinforced thumb for good grip. The absence of an
index finger seam increases flexibility. Fully welted. Cat. 2.

TIG Soft 0700 005 005

TIG Soft

These superior new welding gloves from ESAB offer a whole new
approach to fit, form and function. Ergonomicaly designed to fit the
natural curve of the hand, offering increased quality & comfort to the
wearer. The TIG glove is made from thin high quality leather, with
improved fit for higher dexterity. The glove is highly durable, with welted
seams & kevlar stitching. The glove is also extremely light weight, which
increases the comfort to the wearer.

ESAB Curved TIG Gauntlet L 0700 005 041
ESAB Curved TIG Gauntlet XL 0700 005 042

ESAB Curved TIG Glove

A light weight, traditional TIG gauntlet. Cat.1, simple design.

TIG Basic 0700 653 532

TIG Basic

The hand shield should be used together with a welding gauntlet to give
extra protection against the radiated heat.

Hand shield 0700 010 009

Hand Shield

Welding Gloves Welding Gloves

A hard-wearing work glove made of selected cow-grain leather with 
a cotton lining for comfort. The rubber-reinforced cuff provides extra
protection and the wing thumb is angled. Cat. 2.

Heavy Duty Worker 0700 005 011

ESAB Heavy Duty Worker

A hard wearing work glove made of cow grain leather with a cotton
lining for comfort.

Superior rigger 0701 415 613

Superior Rigger
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